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Military Section meetings are held at the VCCofWA clubrooms at 265 
Hale Rd. near Tonkin Highway, Wattle Grove, on the third Tuesday of each 
month beginning at 8pm. Anyone with an ex-military vehicle of any era or 
country, or an interest in them, would be welcome to attend any meeting 
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MILITARY SECTION CALENDAR AS AT APRIL 2017 

 



 

 A QUICK LOOK AT KIWI LIGHT OPERATIONAL VEHICLES (LOV) FROM WW2 ONWARDS 
 
 
Among the WW2 CMP range of trucks  In Australia, commonly known as Blitz trucks ), the little 
C8AX  ' Puddle Jumper ' would have to be one of the least known and rarer types. The C8AX  4X4 
trucks were built by GM of Canada during 1943, they were based on the C8A 4X4 Heavy Utility ( 
HU ) chassis which first appeared during 1942. The C8A HU models featured a full-length van 
type body whereas the C8AX was built for export as a cab / chassis only. It appears that the whole 
production run of C8AX trucks took place around May and June of 1943 as all known surviving 
vehicles have delivery dates within this time span. A high percentage of surviving C8AX's have 
delivery dates around either 5-5-43 or 5-6-43. These odd dates suggest that possibly two 
production batches were built about a month apart. C8AX production figures are unknown but 
serial numbers into the 800's have been found, suggesting a total production figure of around 
1000. 
 
CMP spotters can easily distinguish the C8A from its beefier C15A 15 cwt brother as it has odd six 
stud pattern wheels and lighter axles. The C8A models also have a distinctive light chassis with 
smaller springs and the axles have a narrower wheel track. One unusual feature of the C8AX is 
the 'A' shaped pintle hook-towing frame attached to the rear chassis, this frame was unique to the 
C8AX, as it was not seen on the C8A HU models 
 

  
                   Metal body                                                                          Wooden body 

The really odd twist that surrounds the C8AX story and adds much interest is, it appears that the 
whole C8AX production run was exported to New Zealand ( NZ ) in Completely Knocked Down 
(CKD) cab / chassis packs. The trucks were assembled at the GM plant near Wellington. Why the 
NZ Govt. ordered the C8AX is a complete puzzle, by 1943 the C15A was widely in use in Australia 
and it would have made more sense to order the C15A as many parts from the C8A models are 
unique ( narrower chassis and lighter axles etc. ) and not easy to replace.   
 
Being fully imported, the C8AX utilised a Canadian built cab, these cabs are easy to spot from the 
local Australian GMH manufactured cabs. The Canadian cabs feature a checker plate floor, 
oblong shaped side vents and are generally much neater in finish. 
 
Although many C8AX vehicles were surplused out of the NZ army by 1960, some trucks remained 
in service with the NZ home defence forces until as late as 1968. 
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Information from REMLA indicates the NZ Army 
brought 640 Series 1 80" Land-Rovers between 
1951-53.   
Next was a batch of Series 2 109" in 1959-62, some 
fitted with welders, generators, cranes, etc.  
There were also a couple of Forward Controls (S2b) 
brought in during the 1960's for evaluation.  
 
There was reportedly a batch of Series 2A 88" and 
109" between 1965-67.  
 

Another batch of mainly 88" Series 2A came 
into the New Zealand Army direct from the 
Australian Army in 1970-71. They are known to 
Kiwis as "Skippys" and distinctive with their "cut 
guards". However some of these appear to 
have been built in NZ, and not ex Australia 
 
In recent use were the batch of 566 Series 3 
109" Stage One V8's that arrived in two batches 
in 1982-83. These vehicles were equipped the 
same as the civilian stage 1 with a V8 engine 
and 4 speed gearbox. Twenty of these were 
reportedly 'retro-fitted for Bosnia' with the 300 TDi engine, disk brakes, hard-top and white paint. 
Eighty of the Stage Ones were sold by tender in June 2000. 
 

  



 
A total of of 321 Pinzgauers (also known as LOVs - Light Operational Vehicles) were introduced 
into service during the autumn/winter of 2004 - 2006. 
The vehicles replace the NZ Army's V8 Landrovers that 
were purchased back in 1982. 

There are 8 variants of the vehicle, of which the majority 
are general service (GS) or command and control (C2) 
vehicles. There are also a number of ambulance, shelter 
and special operations variants in the fleet. Furthermore a 
number of armoured variants of the Pinzgauer were 
bought to provide increased protection should the 
situation require when deployed overseas.   

The Pinzgauer is an off-the shelf light military vehicle that is 
required to carry out command and control, liaison, replenishment, 
special force, evacuation and administrative tasks.  

The vehicles require a high degree of off-road capability in order 
to operate in concert with the Light Armoured Vehicle (NZLAV) 
and Unimog trucks and have similar off-road capabilities. 

Although the family of vehicles will cover a wide area of 
responsibility, there is a high degree of commonality between all variants of the LOV. Standard 
characteristics include: 

 Height - 2.045 m  
 Width - 1.8 m  
 Length - 5.308 m  
 Gross Vehicle Weight - 4950 kg  
 Max Payload - 2400 kg (variant specific)  
 Max Range - 800 km 

   

   
Information and photos obtained from Mike Kelly in Victoria, REMLA, David Hayward, & Google. 
Any mistakes are mine, not theirs……………………………………………………..Murray. 

 



 

THE GREAT GEARBOX GATHERING 

 
Recently a group of retired mechanics and Navy tradies, gathered at the fabled 'Shed Schluter' 
(try saying that 5 times fast) to replace the gearbox of Gary's series 3 Rover which didn't like staying in 
4th gear. What, in my experience, would have been a stressful, painful, and expensive operation, 
was accomplished quickly and efficiently by Hugh, Jim, and John, with much gratuitous advice 
from Gary and myself. Gary fed us all with a BBQ after.  His shed is the size of the average 
suburban block and has some very good stuff in it. 

  
 Praying to the land Rover God for success.   The old and the new(er) gearboxes.         The old blitz yard crane. 
 

 

 
          Mercedes G-Wagon 6x6 Cargo truck seen in Barrack Street on Anzac day 

 
 



 

FOR SALE 
Email received from Dean Shekell in Albany 
'I found this Acco and had a look at it a couple of weeks ago but unfortunately my wife reminded 
me I have too many projects and not enough lifetimes and she is right. 
The owner is David Stades (Katanning) and he is wanting it to go to a club member or someone 
who is interested in restoring it. The truck was used up till last year but has some electrical issues 
now, there is some rust in the usual Acco places but not too bad as acco's go, the owner will keep 
the tray and spray bar off the front. 
If anyone is interested David is Asking $2000 to the right person which seems very fair to me'. 

David can be contacted on 0428211550. 

 
  

 

 

  
Rarely seen these days is Graeme Stevens' LP2a Carrier; Machine Gun. From the 
wreck he recovered, at left, and restored, at right, during a marathon effort over 
many years, it hasn't come out of the shed very often.  
Graeme is slowly re-assembling a tank-attack carrier. 

                                                                                
 
 
 
 
PICKERING BROOK 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ANZAC DAY PARADE, PERTH 2017 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
                                                                             
 
 
 
 
Gary Schluter, with Hugh 
Tomlinson as second driver, 
provided a military vehicle 
presence for the Anzac day 
parade in Waroona.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The April monthly meeting minutes are missing in action this month 


